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INTRODUCTION 
 
Area Courts, Sharia Courts and Customary Courts are the indigenous 

courts which are established by virtue of the extant Laws of the 

various States of the Federation. Their jurisdictions are as stipulated 

by their enabling laws. These courts known as the courts of summary 

jurisdiction are usually closer and easily accessible to the common 

man as the strict rules of the prosecution are not adhered to. This is 

to encourage aggrieved parties to bring matters before such courts 

without the need for legal representations and without the 

complicated legal processes associated with litigation to be able to 

get quick decisions. 

 

This paper will highlight the most frequent practices encountered in 

Area/Sharia/Customary courts and the procedures of succession and 

inheritance as set out under the various customary laws in existence 

and the Customary and Sharia Court Laws of the various states. 
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DEFINITIONS 

 

i. Inheritance according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s 

Dictionary1 is the money, property etc. that you receive from 

somebody when they die. And according to Black’s Law 

Dictionary2 is property received from an ancestor under the 

laws of intestacy. 

 

ii. Intestate Succession according to Black’s Law Dictionary3 can 

be defined as the method used to distribute property owned by 

a person who dies without a valid will. 

 

iii. Practice according Black’s Law Dictionary4 is the procedural 

methods and rules used in a court of law. 

 

iv. Procedure according Black’s Law Dictionary5 is a specific 

method or course of action. The judicial rule or manner for 

carrying on a civil lawsuit or criminal prosecution. 

 

v. Succession according to Black’s Law Dictionary6, is the act or 

right of legally or officially taking over a predecessor’s office, 

rank or duties. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Sally Wehmeier “Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary”, 6th Edition (2000) Edited by Oxford University Press 

@ pg 616 
2 Boyan A. Garner Editor in Chief “Black’s Law Dictionary” Seventh Edition (4th Reprint 2021) Edited by West 

Group @ pg 787 
3 Supra @ pg 827 
4 Supra @ pg 1191 
5 Supra @ pg 1221 
6 Supra @ pg 1445 
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SUCCESSION AND 

INHERITANCE UNDER CUSTOMARY LAW 

Succession can be the process of acceding a title, office or property 
while inheritance can be said to be the act of receiving another 
individual’s possessions, rights, titles, properties and obligations at 
the death of that individual. The inheritance of a deceased’s 
properties in Nigeria are guided by various factors. These include 
whether the individual was testate or intestate. Where the deceased 
was testate, the deceased person’s properties would usually be 
administered according to the content of the will left by the 
deceased individual.  
 
However, inheritance of an intestate deceased estate would be 
governed by the laws laid done in accordance to the religion or the 
indigenous belief or customary law and practice of the deceased. 
Professor Itse Sagay7 posited that, “the factors that determine which 
system is to be applied in every case, is the type of marriage 
contracted by the intestate person while alive”. 
 
These laws are mainly any of the two (2) sets of laws namely; the 
state legislation where the deceased resided or the relevant native 
customary laws and practices of succession and inheritance 
indigenous to the deceased. Under the Islamic law, it is known as 
Mirah while under the customary law, it will rely on proof and 
stringent tests to be accepted by the court. Unlike where inheritance 
under the Sharia law is codified, the customary law is unwritten. 
Professor Okany defined customary law as the “body of customs and 
traditions which regulate the various kinds of relationship between 
members of the community”8. Elias defined it as “the body of rules, 

                                                           
7 I. E. Sagay (2016) “Nigeria Law of Succession Principles, Cases, Statutes and Commentaries” (1st ed,) 

Malthouse Press Limited at pg 73. 
8 M. C. Okany (1984) “The Role of Customary Courts in Nigeria” Fourth Dimension Publishers at pg 39 
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which are recognised as obligatory by its members”9. While Obaseki, 
JSC (as he then was) described it in the case of Oyewumi v 
Ogunsesan10 as “The organic or living law of the indigenous people 
of Nigeria regulating lives and transactions. … It is said that custom is 
a mirror of the culture of the people. I would say that customary law 
goes further and imports justice to the lives of all those subject to it.” 
 
By virtue of S. 277(2)(c) of the 1999 Constitution11, Sharia Court of a 
State has the jurisdiction to entertain any claim of inheritance of 
property whereby the deceased is subject to Islamic personal law. 
The practice of succession and inheritance also differ from one area 
to the other for example, the practice in the Southern part of Nigeria 
not only differs from the practice in the Northern part of Nigeria, but 
it also varies greatly across the Southern communities. It is due to 
these subtle differences that Supreme Court warned in the case of 
Taiwo v Dosumu12 that “Whatever similarities may have been found 
between customs of one area and another, the court can only 
proceed step by step and consider every alleged custom as the 
occasion arises” 
 
For a successful succession and inheritance under the practice and 
procedure of any custom, that custom must naturally not be contrary 
to public policy or any statute in existence. It must be in accordance 
to natural justice, equity and good conscience. Also such customary 
law must be in existence, recognised and adhered to by the 
community at the relevant time when it is being sought to be relied 
upon. See S. 114 of the Evidence Act13 that provided for the above 
even though S. 1 of the same Act makes the Act inapplicable to Area 
court, Sharia courts and Customary courts in Nigeria.  
 

                                                           
9 T. O. Elias (1956) “The Nature of African Customary Law” (3rd Ed,) Manchester University Press at pg 55 
10 (1990) 3 NWLR (pt 137) 182 @207 
11 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 LFN 
12 (1965) ANLR 399 
13 Cap 112 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 1990 
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FACTORS THAT USUALLY GIVE RISE TO SUCCESSION AND 
INHERITANCE UNDER THE CUSTOM 

Succession and inheritance under the custom and practice could 
arise under the following circumstances;  

1) When the deceased was an indigenous Nigerian who did not 
contract a Statutory Marriage under the Act, or  

2) When the deceased contracted a Statutory Marriage but he had 
no surviving descendant or spouse from such union, or  

3) When the deceased had expressed the wish that his/her 
properties be passed on to the beneficiaries in accordance with his 
custom and tradition. These sort of statements are recognised and 
the deceased properties would be distributed and managed 
accordingly, or 

4) When the beneficiaries decide unanimously to share the deceased 
intestate properties in accordance with the practice of their custom 
and tradition.  

They can do this by either approaching the indigenous 
Area/Sharia/Customary Court within the jurisdiction of the 
deceased’s properties, to order such distribution by listing out all the 
properties belonging to the deceased, or by asking the local 
arbitration panel, to distribute the deceased properties.   

 

PRACTICES OF SUCCESSION AND INHERITANCE UNDER THE 
CUSTOMARY LAW 

There are notable practices that are frequently encountered in most 
Area/Customary Courts with regards to succession and inheritance 
under customary law. The following are a few examples: 
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1. CONDITION PRECEDENT BEFORE SUCCESSION AND 
IHERITANCE 

Some customs and practices of certain communities may require 
beneficiaries to carry out certain acts or traditional rites before they 
would be entitled to inherit. Care should be taken to ensure that 
these acts / rites are in no way contrary to any laws in existence for 
these conditions to be recognised by the court. Where the 
inheritance is dependent on fulfilling certain requirements, the 
beneficiaries cannot successful distribute or inherit the deceased 
properties unless such prerequisite conditions had been fulfilled.  

Example of such custom can be found under the Ikwerre (in the 
present Rivers State) customs where a male child would be denied 
the right to inherit the deceased’s properties if he failed to 
participate in the father’s burial. Such can also be found in Bini 
speaking community of the present day Edo State where before a 
valid inheritance under the custom can be conveyed, there must be 
the performance of a second burial or final funeral rites (which 
usually would be a big ceremony) for the deceased by the eldest son. 
Only then can the family hold another ceremony for the eldest son 
(known as “Ukpomwan”) where he would be vested with the 
deceased Igiogbe (main place of residence / homestead) before the 
subsequent distribution of the deceased estate to the other 
beneficiaries. See the case of Ogbahon v Reg. Trustees, CCC14 where 
it was held that under the native law and custom of the Binis, the 
inheritance of the Igiogbe by any other person other than the eldest 
son of the deceased would be invalid. 

This condition precedent to succession and inheritance can also 
found among the Esan people as the eldest son must perform the 
funeral rites of his deceased father before he would be vested with 
the right to exclusively inherit all the properties of his deceased 
father. According to Dr C.G. Okojie,15 “Basically, the first son 
                                                           
14 (2002) 1 NWLR (pt. 749) 675 
15 C. G. Okojie (1994) “Esan Native And Custom With Ethnographic Studies Of The Esan People” (1st Ed, 

Reprinted) Ilupeju Press Ltd At 119. 
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inherited the father’s property and shared to any of his junior 
brothers and sisters at his pleasure. It is true that some brothers, 
particularly the second and the third, could challenge his unfairness 
in taking everything for himself and report the matter to the Egbele. 
In this, the Egbele (Elderly Male Members Of His Extended Family.) 
could only advice, they could not force the first son to part with what 
has come to him by right.”  
 

Similarly, upon the performance of the funeral ceremony by any 
relation of the deceased, the custom and practice of the people of 
Akpuoga Nike in Enugu State will allow for the properties of the 
deceased to be inherited by the said relative if the deceased had no 
surviving male child and the surviving female children were all 
married. See Michael Eze & Ors. v Agnes Nnamani16 
 
It is pertinent to note that these conditions should be taken as a 
whole to avoid it being misapplied and the rightful beneficiaries 
being deprived of their inheritance. 
 

2. APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF PRIMOGENITURE 
Primogeniture according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary17 
is “a system in which the oldest son in a family receives all the 
property when his father dies” This principle is male-biased and can 
be found in most part of the Southern part of Nigeria with a few 
exception. Where it applies in its purest form the inheritance of lands 
under the customs and traditions would lean towards a patriarchal 
system of succession which would totally exclude the female child 
from inheriting the main homestead of the deceased. See the case of 
Israel Orji v Okechukwu Obasi & Anor.,18 where pronouncements 
were made in favour of the succession and inheritance right of the 
first son of a deceased.  
 

                                                           
16 (2017) 1 ESCCALR 215 
17 Supra 
18 (2011) 2 ASCCALR 120 
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Another instance can be found in Onitsha community of Anambra 
State, where the deceased’s property would devolve to the eldest 
son exclusively in accordance with the rule of primogeniture. On one 
hand, this works under the guise that the eldest son would be seen 
to assume the role of the father and be expected to look after his 
younger siblings. On the other hand, he could sell the property 
against the wishes of the other children or treat it as his own 
personal property instead of as a family property.  
 

In Edo State, this principle of primogeniture is partially operational as 
there are slight variations found in the practise of this system 
between the Bini people with their Esan counterpart. Under the Esan 
custom and practice generally, when a man dies, his property and all 
he possessed would be inherited by his children in the first instance 
and where there are no children, the right to inherit his property 
would fall to his maternal brothers. Where there are no such brother 
then the eldest paternal brother would be the next in line to inherit 
and where this was not possible then his uncle or a cousin. In some 
other communities in Esan, the property of the deceased would be 
shared according to the number of Ukuede19 that the deceased 
person had.  
 

For the Bini people, once the eldest son inherits the Igiogbe, (the 
principal house/homestead where the deceased lived in his lifetime) 
the remaining children would be entitled to share in the remaining 
estate of their deceased father. This variation is highlighted where 
the rule mainly applies to the nature / type of property that the 
eldest son can inherit absolutely to the exclusion of his. 
 

Among the Ibo speaking communities in the South-East area, in this 
principle’s watered down form, at the death of his father the eldest 
son would become the head of the family who would hold the 

                                                           
19 Means Gate. i.e. Representing the number of wives the deceased person married while alive. In Benin, the 

word is Urho. 
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property of their deceased father in trust as a caretaker of the family 
property on behalf of the rest of the family members. 
 

However, the exception to this rule of primogeniture can be found in 
the custom and practice of the Efik speaking people of Cross Rivers 
State where the eldest child of a deceased father would be his chief 
successor irrespective of sex and would be entitled to the largest 
share of the estate. Their customs and practices effectively allow 
daughters, together with their brothers to have equal succession and 
inheritance rights to their fathers’ properties.  
 
Currently, the Supreme Court has upheld the female child’s right to 
inherit the father’s property in the case of Lois Chituru Ukeje & Anor 
v Gladys Ada Ukeje20 so that where any of these customs and 
practices which are contrary to the decision of the Supreme Court 
are sought to be relied upon before any Area/Customary courts, such 
custom will be deemed as repugnant. 
 

Notably under succession and inheritance are the customs and 
practices among Umuahia communities of Abia State that allow for a 
trade to be capable of being inherited. This is common where a 
deceased was an artisan (a blacksmith or a palm wine tapper). So 
that upon his death, his tools of profession could be shared to his 
beneficiaries who would be named to replace him in that profession.  
 

3. PATRILINEAL RULE OF INHERITANCE 
This rule of inheritance is straight forward and the most common 
across the whole of Nigeria as this is the practice whereby an 
individual would be in line to inherit from his deceased father’s 
family. This rule is different from the rule of primogeniture as under 
this rule, both male and female are equally entitled to inherit. This 
rule of inheritance is expressly enshrined in the Customary Court 
Law of Rivers State21 at S. 80 where it clearly mentioned both male 

                                                           
20 (2014) 11 NWLR (pt. 1418) 384 @ 405 
21 Rivers State Customary Court Law, Law No. 3 Laws of Rivers State 2014 
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and female child to inherit the deceased’s property to the exclusion 
of other relatives except where the custom allows that relative to 
inherit. This way, the children of a female beneficiary would be 
entitled to her deceased father’s property even if the female child 
has been given away in marriage to another family. 

4.  MATRILINEAL RULE OF INHERITANCE 
As the name suggests, this rule of inheritance is the practice whereby 
a deceased’s properties would be inherited by his maternal siblings 
to the exclusion of his descendants. The communities that practice 
this rule of inheritance believe that a man belongs to his mother’s 
family so that when he dies, his property would not be inherited by 
his own children but by his maternal family members like his 
brothers and sisters of the same mother and his maternal nieces and 
nephews.  

This matrilineal system of inheritance is practiced largely in the 
Southern part of Nigeria especially by the people of Abam, Abiriba, 
Ihechiowa, Nkporo, Ohafia, in Abia State, Ijaw and Nembe people of 
Bayelsa State and Agwagune, Efiks, Ejegham, Quas and Yakurr (Yako) 
people of Cross Rivers States and Edda and Afikpo communities of 
Ebonyi State22. This means that the living spouse(s) and child(ren) 
would not be able to inherit any of the deceased’s properties under 
this rule. This practice usually cause great hardship where the 
children are still under-aged and more especially where the 
deceased happened to have been the sole parent for such child(ren).  

The assumed intent behind this rule is that the siblings would be of 
good intentions so that this situation could potentially safeguard the 
deceased’s properties for the vulnerable young children and keep off 
the surviving partner’s “greedy” hands off the deceased properties. 
Though this system of inheritance may deter spouses who want to 
dispose of their spouses to inherit their property, it may not deter 

                                                           
22 Ndukwe, O.U. (1999) “Comparative analysis of Nigerian customary land law” Calabar: University of Calabar 

Press. 
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unscrupulous siblings from doing away with their wealthier siblings 
to be able to inherit their properties.23  

5. WIDOWS / WIDOWERS RIGHT OF INHERITANCE 
The practice of inheritance under the customs and traditions with 
regard to a deceased spouse’s property would usually follow laid 
down rules of that particular community. Beneficiaries are often 
decided according to the dictates of the customs and women 
married under the custom would not inherit their late husband’s 
property but would be entitled to any property given as gifts by the 
husband during his lifetime. This could be as a result of the fact that 
in some communities, a wife is seen as property belonging to a man 
and would in some instances be part of property that would be 
inherited by the husband’s other grown up sons, brothers or fathers.  
 

The practice of succession and inheritance under the customs and 
practices have made the incident of a woman benefiting from her 
deceased husband’s estate to be dependent on the fact of her having 
children and whether the widow would remarry or not. Most times 
the woman’s right to benefit from the estate of her deceased 
husband would only be a possessory right and not proprietary in 
nature. It could also be restricted to only their matrimonial home 
where she would be allowed to live for the duration of her lifetime. 
She would have no right to dispose of the property or deal with it as 
she pleased. This is due to the fact that under the custom, being 
married to the deceased does not make her part owner of the 
property.  
 

Where widows receive shares by representation through their direct 
children would mean that in a situation where there are no children, 
they could only receive shares at the discretion of the family head 
who is the overall trustee. Consequently, widows would have the 
rights of inheritance through the shares of their children and may 

                                                           
23 V C Ezumah-Onwuchekwa Esq. (2021) “Contemporary Customs and Practices in the South Eastern Part of 

Nigeria” Orange9media @ pg 84 
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also be on the further conditions that they are willing to stay and be 
subjected to good behaviour. However, this position have been 
overturned by the Supreme Court decision in the matter of Onyibor 
Anekwe and Anor v Mrs Maria Nweke24 where this general rules of 
inheritance that widows have no special right to their deceased 
husband’s property was visited.  
 
For the men, a widower’s right of inheritance in his deceased wife’s 
properties depends on the type of properties left behind by the 
deceased wife. The properties that the wife came with from her 
maiden home, like the deceased wife’s share of her family property, 
land gifted on her upon marriage from her family and those that she 
acquired on her own as a spinster are referred to as the deceased 
wife’s ante-nuptial property. These and her personal properties that 
she acquired while married to her husband would not form part of 
the estate of the husband if he had predeceased her. The fact that 
whether the wife left any surviving children would also affect the 
husband’s inheritance.  
 
The deprivation of a widower’s right to inherit his deceased wife’s 
share of her family property are justified where the deceased wife 
had children to succeed her or her family raised objections with 
regard to such properties. The court in the case of Nwugege v 
Adigwe25 affirmed the custom that a deceased wife’s ante-nuptial 
property should go to her children jointly and in default of her 
children to go to her relatives but not to the husband26.  
 

The practices of the Nnewi community of Anambra State is that the 
land the deceased wife bought and owned during her lifetime would 
devolve to her youngest child but never to her husband. The practice 
of the Ikwerre people of Rivers State, the Efik and Qua of Cross 

                                                           
24 [2014] LPELR -22697 (SC) 
25 (1934) 11 NLR 134 
26 Reginald Akujobi Onuoha (2008) “Discriminatory Property Inheritance Under Customary Law in Nigeria: 

NGOs to the Rescue” Retrieved from https://www.icnl.org/resources/research/ijnl/ 
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Rivers State is that only the daughters are entitled to the feminine 
property of their deceased mother thereby not allowing the widower 
or the male children to inherit the deceased mother’s incorporeal 
properties like the wrappers, jewelleries, boxes, etc. The practice of 
the Esan people is that when a woman dies, her children, 
irrespective of whether it is a male or female child, would inherit her 
property. If she had only one child who is female and already 
married, the child would perform the burial rites before she can 
inherit the deceased properties. However, if there are no children, 
then the husband can inherit her property.27 
 

6. MULTIPLE SYSTEM OF INHERITANCE 
There are situations where the practice of succession and inheritance 
under the custom can be guided by multiple systems of inheritance. 
In such situations, the court would lean towards the practice that is 
less discriminatory and would work less hardship on the 
beneficiaries. In some communities like Nike and Nsukka axis of 
Enugu State and the Efik of Cross Rivers State, there can be found 
two methods of inheritance whereby a family head would decide 
which of the methods to use28. There are the per capita method and 
the per stripes method of distribution of properties which are also 
known as the “Ekpuru akpaka” method and the “Enyekwu” method 
respectively. Under the per capita system, the property would be 
shared in accordance to the number of children belonging to the 
deceased so that the beneficiaries may be from different mothers or 
different maternal units where the properties are not many. Under 
the “per stripes” methods of distribution the property would be 
shared in accordance with the number of wives who birthed 
children. See the case of George Anike29.  

                                                           
27 C. G. Okojie (1994) “Esan Native laws and Customs with Ethnographic Studies of the Esan People” (1st ed, 

Ilupeju Press Ltd) at 125. 
28 See George Anike & Ors v Albert Anike & Ors ESLR Pt 1 – Customary Law & Procedure Through Selected 

Judgements of Hon. Justice George Chibueze Nnamani, FCIArb President, Customary Court of Appeal, Enugu 

State, edited by Prof, Agu Gab Agu, Page 1 
29 Supra 
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Another example can be found under the practice of the Awo-Idemili 
people of Imo State where inheritance is referred to as “ekpe”. The 
practice here is that the first son of a deceased man would inherit 
and live in the deceased father’s house while the youngest son 
would inherit his mother’s hut and the immediate land surrounding 
it. Also the practice of Afikpo in Ebonyi State is bilineal in nature so 
that each of the two lineages (matrilineal and patrilineal) will be 
applied to different parts of the estate. 

 

PROCEDURES UNDER CUSTOMARY COURT LAWS FOR 

SUCCESION AND INHERITANCE 

The various state’s Sharia Court Laws and Customary Court Laws lay 

down the procedures to adhere to in the execution of these customs. 

In that way, procedures in Area/Sharia/Customary courts in Nigeria 

are guided by the laws. These laws confer jurisdiction and lay down 

the limit to which the courts can legitimately adjudicate in issues of 

succession and inheritance.  

 

For example, the Customary Court Laws of Abia State30 and Ebonyi 

State31 at S. 16 and S. 12(ii) (c) respectively, provide for claims under 

the customs and traditions for the purpose of inheritance upon 

intestacy. See S. 20(1) of the Customary Courts Edict, (applicable to 

Edo and Delta States)32 that provides for inheritance upon intestacy 

under customary law and grant of power to administer the estate on 

an intestate under customary law. See also S. 22 of Customary Court 

Law of Lagos State33 that confers jurisdiction on customary court to 

                                                           
30 Supra 
31 Supra 
32 (applicable to Edo and Delta States) 1984 
33 Customary Courts Law of Lagos State 2011 (Laws of Lagos State 2011) 
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entertain causes and matters relating to inheritance upon intestacy 

and the administration of intestate estates under customary law. S. 

76 of the Customary Law of Rivers State34 allows the properties of 

the deceased to be inherited based on the custom of either the 

deceased’s place of birth, the deceased parent’s custom or the 

permanent place of abode at his/her death.  

Furthermore, the Evidence Act35 at S. 24 provides for inheritance of 
land upon intestacy under the custom and tradition to be governed 
by the custom existing in the locality in which the land is situated. 
The Federal Capital Territory Act36 at S. 17 (1) deals with causes and 
matters relating to succession to property and administration of 
estate under customary law …” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
34 Supra 
35 Supra 
36 Federal Capital Territory Customary Court Act 2007 Act No. 8 
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CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, succession and inheritance applies to anything that 

can be passed from one person to the other including corporeal and 

incorporeal things like crafts, trade and even titles. The procedures 

that guide succession and inheritance are simply regulated by the 

extant laws enacted by the various states.  

However, these laws did not deal exhaustively with other issues that 

arise under succession and inheritance. Most notably is the issue of 

succession and inheritance of a kingship stool or throne which is an 

important question of custom and the right to ascend such stool is 

recognised under the custom and practice of people. Currently, the 

High court of the various states are the court of first instances 

conferred with the jurisdiction to deal with such matters when such 

questions arises. In my opinion, such matters should be entertained 

by these lower courts first because of the panel of specialized 

individuals that make up the courts before they can be appealed at 

the High court as the Area/Sharia/Customary courts are manned by a 

panel of at least two individuals whereby one will be an individual 

from the community (sometimes known as an assessors in some 

States) who would be vested with the knowledge of the custom and 

practice in that area.  

This could also go a long way to help reduce the amount of matters 

lying before most High Courts of the various states as this high 

volume of pending matters lead to long adjournment dates and 

consequently late delivery of justice.  

On that note, I wish to end this lecture. 

Thank you for listening. 
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